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Global Shifts
The risk free rate
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The US tops the stimulus race

Source: BCA
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Big shift in the use of Fiscal Policy
Stimulus significantly larger than had been expected



Stimulus + Re-opening = strong bounce in growth
US growth expectations have rocketed
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Source: Deutsche

US real GDP path forecasts have changed

Source: Deutsche

Herd immunity in many DMs expected by year end
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Inflation is generally expected to spike before declining again

Source: UBS
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Stimulus + Re-opening = strong bounce in inflation
Will inflation spike be transitory?
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Or a more permanent shift?
Fed (and markets) waiting for more data
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Source: Bloomberg

10 year US inflation expectations (BEI) US 10 year bond yield
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Commodity prices have soared
SA terms of trade catching a lift!
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Source: NedbankSource: Bloomberg

Commodity prices (CRB Index) SA trade balance



Global summary
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• Expanded fiscal policy toolbox = structural

• Higher US inflation = transitory/cyclical (Fed) OR structural (Larry Summers) – we’ll 

know by year end!

• Reflected in higher commodity prices – cyclical or supercycle?

• Increase in risk free rate 

‒ unsettling for EM

‒ but synchronised global growth, better global trade environment and strong commodity 

prices = good for SA 

‒ this is not 2013



Domestic Shifts
Many moving parts
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SA growth
Knocked off course

Source: SARB

GDP path still below 2019’s level for some time Recovery very different per sector



SA interest rates at emergency levels
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SA interest rates at multi decades low

Source: Bloomberg

Nov
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SA inflation
Well behaved

SA inflation expectations well anchored

Source: HSBC and BERSource: Bloomberg

SA inflation well within target range



SA fiscal outlook
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SA gross debt-to-GDP outlook 

Source: National Treasury

Debt/GDP shifted alarmingly, but had pre-existing condition

Revenue needs to exceed expenditure!



Revenue collections have surprised on the upside 
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Tax shortfall less severe than initial govt estimates

Source: HSBC

Higher commodity prices and less severe growth contraction

Enables a reduction in weekly domestic bond issuance

Source: J.P. Morgan



SA summary
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• Growth recovery much slower than DMs (less fiscal support, slower vaccine rollout)

• Interest rates at emergency levels – will need to rise – cyclical

• If inflation well anchored, new normal can be lower than the past – structural

• Govt debt burden increased alarmingly – but SA was already living beyond its means

• Window of opportunity: revenue outperformance (better growth, commodity windfall) -

cyclical

• Need to lift growth trend AND reduce expenditure to reverse structural debt trend
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Investment in a fund carries a high degree of risk. No assurance can be given that investors will realise a profit on their investment. Moreover, investors may lose some or all of their investment. Risks specifically

referred to in our documents are not exhaustive. They may relate to the overall portfolio investment, or the investment activities within the portfolio itself, including any underlying funds in which the portfolio may
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